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Zeitgeist is a mind heist – venus project is a scam ?
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TVP & TZM do not do charity nor have they ever done it

Buzzword from TVP/TZM leaders and members:

Charity is patchwork

Let us look at points about TZM & TVP  in video format here first:
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Sorry, the Wayback Machine does not have this video archived.

And here:
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Now many active members from their forum including chapter leaders have passed
through this blog over the years and tried to convince me they are a charitable and

altruistic group, Possibly more so than any other critics I have been given my share
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of attacks on my intentions and lack of answers to lifes problems,  in fact even to the
point of asking me or accusing me of doing nothing. Interestingly though I have
actually donated money to ex members of Zeitgeist who could not even pay their
own food bills [they know who they are so no names are necessary here],  I have
given away free products to the Japan relief that can be sold which  I have created,

and yes to generate a constant sellable profit that all goes to aid people there, yet
somehow I am doing nothing to help people ?

Another blogger on here was disgusted at how when the Haiti devastation occurred

TZM forum members/leaders instead of sending aid, technology, charity, workers to
help in the devastation there took it upon themselves to actually say these type of
things :

‘this disaster is a gift for TZM, we could go over there and distribute our propaganda

to the people there and get them involved in the movement’.

A ten page discussion can be seen on their forum entitled: Haitian Earthquake:
Tragedy or Opportunity?
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http://www2.thezeitgeistmovement.com/joomla/index.php?

option=com_kunena&func=view&catid=272&id=218190&Itemid=100114

Yes because people starving to death really need to be rid of the monetary system
and have no income, housing, food, energy. This blogger even commented on the

forums thread at how despicable it was, and went about giving her money and aid to

Haiti herself. As can be seen the trend for these things is fairly typical among
Zeitgeist members and their leadership and should be well observed and critiqued.

Interestingly the policy of Zeitgeist and its leadership, and this is espoused in the

documentaries, lectures, interviews, website, forums, membership comments on the

internet are that charity does nothing and is therefore a waste of time, it does not
address the root cause and we need to concentrate on this.

http://web.archive.org/web/20120818030701/http://www2.thezeitgeistmovement.com/joomla/index.php?option=com_kunena&func=view&catid=272&id=218190&Itemid=100114
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So in other words their stance is the following:

Do not waste time helping people with money as it achieves nothing.

Give your money to The Venus Project to help them make movies and travel the

world spreading their information instead.

Where is the altruism or humanism in this? While we wait for TVP/TZM to travel the
world spreading the good word, millions of people die needlessly without help.  It

pretty much counters everything they use as a recruiting tactic for their cult, Merola
and TVP use the quote ‘thousands of people die from needless starvation every day,

do something about it join TZM’.

I have two  words for these people.
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FUCK YOU

~ by anticultist on April 17, 2011.

Posted in Jacque Fresco, Resource Based Economy, The Zeitgeist Movement 
Tags: advertising, anticultist, capitalism, cult, hoax, Jacque Fresco, merola, monetary system, peter joseph, peter joseph merola,

resource based economy, Roxanne Meadows, scam, the venus project, the zeitgeist movement, zeitgeist

14 Responses to “TVP & TZM do not do charity nor have they ever done it”

1. You don’t get it. You see, the RBE is the final answer to all mankind’s problems. We can’t get distracted by some people displaced
(unless of course it’s due to robots) in one small area. THE WORLD NEEDS SAVING AND ONLY WE CAN DO IT!! Never mind

the fact we think Bush did 9/11 and Jesus is a conspiracy to control our mind, BUT WE’RE RIGHT ABOUT THIS!

Great article. ;3

Jim Jesus (a.k.a. machwon) said this on April 17, 2011 at 7:09 pm | Reply

Yeah I hear you bro, I think it is time to give over all my assets and income to Jacque Fresco irrespective of him being unwilling
to validate his claims with his miracle technology blueprints. I guess some of us are just willing to give up everything to Jacque
while others waste their time saving lives now. pffffffff

[/sarcasm]

anticultist said this on April 17, 2011 at 8:55 pm | Reply

2. I’ve listened to the Q&A from Dr. Peter Joseph talking about himself being rejected by Jacque Fresco and he brought up the

Zeitgeist Art Festival (or whatever) saying that they will be doing food drives after coming to the realization that they may not
(now aren’t) be the activist arm of the Venus Project. I’m not sure if he was just saying that just to say it or he really means that.

But if this is true, I suggest him and all the Zeitgeisters to drop the patchwork rhetoric.
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BranManFloMore said this on April 20, 2011 at 10:58 pm | Reply

LOL loving your suggestion.

anticultist said this on April 20, 2011 at 11:14 pm | Reply

3. [...] and now they announce that they are a movement that has been conducted through such activism as charity work ? What

charity work have they done between the years ? All I remember is them saying [...]

New Zeitard Mission Statement « The Zeitgeist Movement Examined said this on April 25, 2011 at 10:40 pm | Reply

4. Listen, not all of us TZM people are bad. I, myself, find this a bit extreme, using disasters as opportunities to promote our ideas

along with calling charity functions “patch work”. In this system, charity work is necessary. We still live in a monetary system and
people are going to need help. I don’t give a lot of money to charity because I don’t have much to begin with, but I do what I can
by doing volunteer work. I suppose you can call that charity if you want. I consider myself part of The Zeitgeist Movement…but I
don’t advocate ideas like that. I honestly think that TZM should do more volunteer work and hold charity events. It pisses me off

that they don’t because that is why nobody takes us seriously. We are so concerned with the human condition but we don’t help
people who are actually suffering from it. Volunteer work and charity work is actually quite important. It isn’t patch work. So, I
think this article has really brought up an important point. Since I am in TZM, I can try and change it from the inside, and I’m
going to.

TZM Supporter said this on November 19, 2011 at 11:58 pm | Reply

Well I think you should tell your leader to produce evidence for the 12,000 meals he supposedly raised for the Zeitgeist Media
Festivals globally, if he can’t, then to me, he’s full of shit, still.

Mario Brotha said this on November 21, 2011 at 3:57 am | Reply

5. Hello anticultist , i Am Angel Licantropo(That means Werewolf Angel in english: I am Chilean :3), anyways … I congratulate you
for your work against TZM and TVP (better called the NWO Agenda , LOL)..
When I watched the first time “Zeitgeist : The Movie”(i only view the part of religion and the beggining of the 9/11 part in that

moment),after i see the whole movie )I start to state : “The main idea of this film sucks”
i still think that movie and all the 4 “zeitgeist” films are a fraud and a part of the New World Order. Despite that i hate the today
world`s system , i believe a lot in God (I am Catholic, but i respect the others religions and the atheism) and i also can`t stand all the
systems(like Venus Project that promoves the erradication of the culture identity,tradition, religion, political thinking, moral and
ethics
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I don`t know why the bird-brained Peter Joseph Merola stills do his “films” (Zeitgeist Beyond the pale :Between December 2012

and January 2013 )
As a gift i display you a fursona that i draw for this fiend tiger called Phi Iota (Peter Jospeh Merola :D )
http://i1143.photobucket.com/albums/n633/angellicantropo/PhiIota.png

GOD BLESS ANTICULTIST :D , Greetings
PD: I am a furry , for this reason my gravatar(and fursona) is a wolf, and pardon me for my bad english

El ángel licantropo said this on November 21, 2011 at 5:06 pm | Reply

Hi I don’t believe in the NWO so this is not really an issue for me.

Though you are correct in saying that TVP/TZM are a failure and full of lies.

Take it easy

anticultist said this on November 30, 2011 at 10:53 pm | Reply

6. Charity is patchwork by definition, delivering what the economy doesn’t supply. That doesn’t mean it’s bad or that it doesn’t help
people, quite the opposite. What it means is that it won’t fix fundamental problems. There are countless charity organizations out

there you can send your donations to or volunteer for. The point of the Zeitgeist movement is to inform on its particular alternative
to our social system. Blaming it for not doing charity is like blaming a supermarket for not fixing your car.

Flinstone said this on November 30, 2011 at 10:35 pm | Reply

nice attempt at wriggling out of the statements that the zeitgeist movement members and TVP members have said over the
years, but you are completely wrong. Zeitgeist members stated that they would avoid doing charity and refused to participate
in it as a movement because it served no purpose. They made claims like the money never went anywhere or was used for other

things or that it fixed nothing.

So while people die they pipe dream about fantasy cities in the future and chat shit on message boards and amongst one
another.

Nice try but you utterly failed.

anticultist said this on November 30, 2011 at 10:50 pm | Reply
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7. I love this blog!!!! My god i`m going mad with all these idiot kids permitting this distorted Zeitgeist philosophy into the
mainstream. It makes so little sense and the claims of master AI are decades away. My if only people could think for them selves,
what a world this would be:):):)

Ryan said this on February 28, 2012 at 2:44 am | Reply

8. “Yes because people starving to death really need to be rid of the monetary system and have no income, housing, food, energy.”

I’m not trying to be rude, but that statement tells me that you either haven’t read much about The Venus Project or you don’t fully
understand a resource based economy. We can’t transition to an RBE overnight. To my knowledge, Jacque Fresco and Peter
Joseph have never said that. They know full well that it will be a gradual transition. I don’t know where people get this idea that
we’re just going to change to an RBE without any planning, testing, or infrastructure in place to support it.

Myron Black said this on March 16, 2012 at 5:26 pm | Reply

Wrong read all the material, been a member, and find it all to be shit. The whole premise is nonsense and nothing but a pipe
dream for disillusioned people.

anticultist said this on March 22, 2012 at 11:39 am | Reply
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